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Abstract: As a multi-classification problem, classification of moving vehicles has been studied by
different statistical methods. These practical applications have various requirements, efficiencies,
and performance, such as the size of training sample sets, convergence rate, and inseparable or
ambiguous classification issues. With a reduction in its training time, the one-to-many support vector
machine (SVM) method has an advantage over the standard SVM method by directly converting
the binary classification problem into two multi-classification problems with short time and fast
speed. When the number of training samples of a certain type is far less than the total number of
samples, the accuracy of training, however, will be significantly decreased, leading to the problem
of inseparable area. In this paper, the proposed nested one-to-one symmetric classification method
on a fuzzy SVM symmetrically transforms the C multi-classification problems into the C(C-1)/2
binary classification problems with C(C-1)/2 classifiers, and solves the problem of inseparable area.
According to the best combination factor of kernel function (γ, C) for the radial basis function (RBF)
in the comparative experiments of training sample sets among the different algorithms, and the
experimental results of many different training sample sets and test samples, the nested one-to-one
symmetric classification algorithm on a fuzzy SVM for moving vehicle is able to obtain the best
accuracy of recognition.
Keywords: support vector machine (SVM); parameter of RBF kernel; combination factor; mobile
vehicle classification.

1. Introduction
Vehicle type classification is the key factor for diversion and guidance of modern intelligent traffic.
It is necessary to overcome impacts on the quality and illumination of a video image because of the
fast motion of vehicles, weather, and other factors. Vehicle classification normally consists of three
steps. First, a target detection algorithm that detects vehicle images from video streams is designed,
the features of vehicles from the detected images are then extracted and, finally, a classification
classifier will identify the vehicles [1,2]. In particular, video image classification needs to overcome
the disadvantages of piezoelectric detectors, infrared detectors, magnetic induction detectors [3],
and ultrasonic detectors. Traditional vehicle classifiers are vulnerable to external instabilities with low
accuracy [4]. The multi-classification process of vehicles that attempts to overcome these drawbacks
is, therefore, introduced, which is described as follows: the first step is to obtain a known sample set
with a known category; the second step is to train a classifier by a set of the known samples to refine
the parameters of the objective judgment expression of the classifier; and the final step is to test the
trained classifier against unclassified samples. In fact, the acquired samples often contain noise. It is
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easy for a classifier to mistaken on-classification objects as isolated or ambiguous points. This becomes
a key indicator of measuring whether a classifier is accurate or not. In addition, the rapid convergence
of identification and classification is also a requirement of classifying vehicles in real-time. Studies
on these basic questions are helpful to quickly shunt and guide traffic flows in modern intelligent
transportation [5,6].
The essence of these questions is how to classify the data with high-dimensional features, which
is studied in data mining, machine learning, and other fields [7–12]. In fact, many such algorithms are
available [13–16], for example, nearest neighbor, naive Bayes classification algorithm, neural networks,
support vector machines, cascade classifiers, and so on. Since Cover and Hart proposed the nearest
neighbor method in 1968, K-nearest neighbor and nearest neighbor methods have extensively been
studied and widely used [1]. These methods can be simplified through linear scanning, and require
a large amount of training data. When the dimension of data features is high, the amount of calculations
will be too heavy. This will need cost-intensive computation resources to search for neighboring
samples, and consume a large amount of memory. It is also difficult to choose a distance function
because the result of classification depends heavily on the parameters. As a relatively quick and
mature recognition and classification algorithm, the BP neural network method is simple and easily
implemented. However, a BP neural network is a heuristics approach with several disadvantages:
the optimization process of BP algorithms, which is derived from the gradient descent, easily falls
into a local minimum, so the coverage ability of neural network training may be weak. The BP neural
network classification aims to minimize the training error with respect to the limited number of
training samples, so the generalization of the BP algorithm is very weak. The structure of a neural
network depends on experience knowledge because of lacks in rigorous theoretical support [17,18].
It is difficult to analyze, quantitatively, whether the process of neural network training converges or
not. It cannot know the determinants of the convergence rate. Therefore, it is unable to determine
whether the process is converging and obtain the speed of convergence. There exists uncertainty in the
process of solving problems.
The research team from AT&T Bell Laboratories led by Vapnik proposed the classification method
of the support vector machine (SVM) that overcomes the inherent defects of the BP network and is better
suited to handle the convergence rate of vehicle classification and the certainty of solving classification
problems [19,20]. The method has three advantages: it obtains an optimal solution under a priori
information with a limited number of samples; it converts the classification problem into a question two
times for searching the excellent classification and obtaining the global optimal solution; and it converts
data into a high dimensional feature space by non-linear transformation, which has a good generalize
ability, and solves the computation resource problem because of the high dimensionality [21,22]. The
basic idea of the SVM is to find an optimal classification hyper-plane that must meet the classification
purposes, which not only ensures the classification accuracy, but also maximizes the blank area on both
sides of the hyper-plane. An SVM can achieve optimal classification for linearly separable problems,
and convert a nonlinear problem into a problem of linear, high-dimensional space with the method of
nuclear mapping [23,24]. At first, the SVM is mainly used to solve the problem of binary classification.
Of course, most of the practical classification problems frequently encountered should usually be
classified into two types [25,26]. However, the classification of vehicles is a multi-classification
problem. Thus, the basic support vector machine algorithm should be improved to solve the practical
multi-classification problem [27]. No matter whether an algorithm is for one-to-one or one-to-many
classification, there always exist regions in an image that cannot be classified by the algorithm. In
order to solve this problem, Abe introduced a decision function based on fuzzy support vector
machines [28–30]. Platt, et al. presented a directed acyclic graph based on the decision tree. Kijsirikul,
et al. proposed an adaptive directed acyclic graph [31]. Cheong and Fei [32] proposed a binary
tree algorithm, which solves the problem of inseparable regions with coarse granularity, but it will
introduce accuracy problems in classification. After comparing different performances between
multi-classification algorithms, Hsu et al. [33] made some important evaluations of the optimization
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with the time-domain and space-domain. The classification of the moving vehicle is regarded as a
multi-classification problem [34]. The accurate classification statistics of different types is always the
basis requirement of traffic management and the decision-making in real-time by traffic officers. The
size of training samples, the convergence rate of solving the classification problem, and inseparable
regions or ambiguous classifications are the main influencing factors of multi-classifications methods.
All of these facts motivate us to use the fuzzy support vector machine, to study the algorithms of
the nested one-to-one symmetric classifier model, and to construct multi-classification classifiers for
moving vehicles in the video domain. The algorithm can combine the advantages of a fuzzy judgment
function and a support vector machine, measure the contribution of each sample point more accurately,
handle the metric problem of the classified sample properly, and solve the regression of samples with
noise rather well.
The organization of this paper is as follows: In Section 2, we will propose a nested one-to-one
symmetric classification algorithm using a fuzzy support vector machine (FSVM), based on of the
analysis of a one-to-many SVM and directed acyclic graph multi-classification algorithm. The algorithm
is verified by classification experiments on moving vehicles. The algorithm symmetrically transforms C
multi-classifications into C(C-1)/2 two-classifications with C(C-1)/2 classifiers, and solves the problem
of inseparability areas. Section 3 reports the experimental results. The same sample set and the same
test set are used to compare the results of the nested one-to-one symmetric classification algorithm on
the FSVM with other algorithms to verify the strong stability and accuracy of the proposed algorithm.
Section 4 concludes this paper.
2. Construction of the Model of a Nested One-to-One Symmetric Classification Classifier on FSVM
2.1. The Basis of the Multi-Classifier Algorithm
The one-to-many support vector machine classification algorithm that Vapnik proposed is the
first multi-classification algorithm. Its basic idea is to construct multiple standards for a support
vector machine classifier that can classify two categories. Each classifier, respectively, uses the
discrete discrimination function to separate one category from all of the samples by the SVM binary
classification algorithm. In the testing process, the testing samples of unknown classes are individually
input into the classifier to decide its class, and taking the category which has the maximum of
the decision function as the final class which the test sample belongs to. Many SVM methods are
multi-classification algorithms with their simple and easy operations. Their advantage is that the
standard support vector machine method can be directly used to convert the multi-classification
problem into two binary classification problems. For example, a classification problem with C classes
can be converted to a two-classification problem with C. It just needs C two-category classifiers to
train the set of samples, so the training time is much shorter and faster. When the number of training
samples of a certain type are far less than the total number of samples, the accuracy of training will be
extremely decreased because of the problem of inseparable regions. These limitations still exist in the
one-to-many support vector machine classification algorithm.
In order to solve the inseparable regional issues in one to many support vector machine
multi-classification, Platt et al. presented a tree-based directed acyclic graph support vector machine
(DDAG SVM) in 2000. The DDAG tree of three classification problems is shown in Figure 1,
m represents that sample x does not belongs to the m class, while the top-level classifier can constitute
any two binary classification classifiers. In addition to the leaf node, if the decision function Dmn ( x ) > 0,
x does not belong to the category of the n class, or x do not belong to the m class. The height of the
C-categories DDAG tree is C minus 1, namely C − 1.
A directed acyclic graph is a standard combination algorithm that combines SVM and binary
classification classifiers without searching for all categories. It has high efficiency and accuracy.
However, the different methods of generating DDAG trees will result in assigning an inseparable
region to different leaf nodes. Thus, the algorithm depends heavily on the structure of the decision
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tree. Another major drawback of this method is that once the root node is chosen incorrectly, it will
lead to subsequent
misclassification. In this sense, the algorithm is unstable. In addition,
the number
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Figure 1. DDAG tree of the three classification problem.

Figure 1. DDAG tree of the three classification problem.
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In Equation (2), si represents the fuzzy degree of membership,
representing the degree value xi
l
1
min σ|| w≤||2si≤
C
i )1, 2, . . . , l, for a sufficiently small
(3)
that belongs to a particular class, and satisfies
1, (isi=
constant
2
i 1
σ > 0. In this case, the optimal problem based on the fuzzy support vector machine can be changed
as follows: Equation(3) is subject tothe following condition:
l
 yi ( w   (1xi )  b)2  1  i
(3)
 min 2 ||w|| + C ∑, (i si ξ1,i )2,..., l
i  0
i =1

Equation (3) is subject to the following condition:
(

yi ( w • ϕ ( xi ) + b ) ≥ 1 − ξ i
, i = 1, 2, . . . , l
ξi ≥ 0

In Equation (3), w is the weight of a linear discriminant function, w•φ( xi ) is the inner product of
vector w and φ( xi ), b is a hyper-plane deviation constant, and ξ i is a slack variable.
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The correspondent Lagrangian formula is as follows:
L(w, b, ξ, α, β)
l

l

l

i =1

i =1

i =1

= 21 ||w||2 + C ∑ (si ξ i ) − ∑ αi (yi (w · φ( xi ) + b) − 1 + ξ i ) − ∑ β i ξ i

(4)

Solving the saddle point L(w, b, ξ, α, β) the parameters must meet the following condition:














∂L(w,b,ξ,α,β)
∂w

l

= w − ∑ αi yi φ ( xi ) = 0

∂L(w,b,ξ,α,β)
∂b
∂L(w,b,ξ,α,β)
∂ξ i

i =1
l

(5)

= − ∑ αi yi = 0
i =1

= si C − αi − β i = 0

Equation (4) is substituted into Equation (5), and is optimally solved as follows:
(

1 l l
max w(α) = max ∑ αi − ∑ ∑ αi α j yi y j K ( xi , x j )
α
2 i =1 j =1
i =1
l

)
(6)

In Equation (6), K ( xi , x j ) = φ( xi )•φ( x j ) is a symmetric function (named as a kernel function).
It meets the following constraint criteria:



l

∑ αi yi = 0

i =1



, i = 1, 2, . . . , l

0 ≤ αi ≤ si C

For the bipartition question, the value of si can be determined by the center of the class. Let the
means of class +1 and -1 be, respectively, x+ and x− ; the radius of sample type +1 is as follows:
r+ = max | x+ − xi |
xi :y=1

(7)

The radius of the sample type −1 is as follows:
r− = max | x− − xi |
xi :y=−1

(8)

si is valued as follows:
(
Si =

1 − | x + − x i | / (r + + δ ), i f y i = 1
1 − | x − − x i | / (r − + δ ), i f y i = −1

(9)

where, δ > 0 and si 6= 0.
The one-to-many algorithm and the directed acyclic graph multi-classification algorithm still
could not completely resolve the inseparable regional issues of SVM. In this paper, a nested algorithm
based on a one-to-one symmetric strategy is proposed to handle the multi-classification problem.
In the following we will theoretically prove the high convergence of the nested one-to-one symmetric
classification by decreasing the number of samples in the inseparable regions to just one or two classes,
or even no sample.
The nested one-to-one symmetric classification algorithm converts a C-categories classification
into a problem of C(C-1)/2 binary classification classifiers. The m-th classifier classifies the samples
that belong to the m-th class into a positive class, and the rest of the samples into a negative class.
A hyper-plane is between the m-th class and the n-th class as follows:
T
Dmn ( x ) = wmn
φ( x ) + bmn

(10)

Thenested one‐to‐one symmetric classification algorithm converts a C‐categories classification
into a problem of C(C‐1)/2 binary classification classifiers. The m‐th classifier classifies the samples
that belong to the m‐th class into a positive class, and the rest of the samples into a negative class. A
hyper‐plane is between the m‐th class and the n‐th class as follows:
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C(C‐1)/2 hyper‐planes. Where the hyper‐plane between the m‐th class and the n‐th class is as

For Equation
a C classification
problem, the nested one to one classification constructs the most superior
(10), with m and n∈{1,2,3}. A three‐classification of the vehicle classification problem
C(C-1)/2
hyper-planes.
Where
the hyper-plane
betweenare
the
m-th class and the n-th class is as
is addressed in this work,
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Equation
(10),
with
m and
{1,2,3}.
three-classification
of the vehicle
classification
problem
(2)
For any
given
sample
x, nif ∈
the
result A
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the only value by calculating
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to Equation
is addressed
this work,
and to
three
optimal
hyper-planes
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established.
(13), then in
sample
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Otherwise,x
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any given sample
x, if the result
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only value by calculating according to Equation (13),
(3)
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categories
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samples
that
fallOtherwise,
into the category
of fall
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then sample x belongs to the k-th category.
x will
into the samples
greater than, or equal to, 3, then it is a multi‐classification problem. Using these samples
inseparable region according to Equation (13).
constructs three hyper‐planes according to the symmetric strategy of the nested one‐to‐one
If the number of categories of samples that fall into the category of the non-separable area is
classification.
greater than, or equal to, 3, then it is a multi-classification problem. Using these samples constructs
three hyper-planes according to the symmetric strategy of the nested one-to-one classification.
Repeat steps (2) to (3) until the inseparable area contains only one or two classes, or no sample.
If the inseparable area contains only one type of sample, finally, the area is assigned to one class;
if it contains two types of samples, the binary classification fuzzy support vector machine would
be used to divide the region and assign the corresponding category.
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(5) If the inseparable area contains only one type of sample, finally, the area is assigned to one
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Implementation andValidation of the Nested One‐to‐One Symmetric Classification Model on FSVM
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In order to validate the nested one to one symmetric classification model based on FSVM, traffic
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(b) vans

(c) buses
Figure 3. Vehicle images of the sample library.

Figure 3. Vehicle images of the sample library.
Table 1. The numbers of sample libraries of vehicle images.

No.
1
2
3

Table 1. The numbers of sample libraries of vehicle images.
No.
1
2
3

Name
Car
Name
Van
Bus Car
Van
Bus

Number
Video Capture Direction
60
front
Number
Video Capture Direction
60
front
60
front
60
front
60
60

front
front

In order to validate the accuracy of the algorithm,our first work is to pre‐process the video
image, including video analysis which separates the background and the target vehicle,the
the target
vehicles
through
a virtual
centroidour
reference
line in is
theto
key
frame, and the
In extraction
order to of
validate
the
accuracy
of the
algorithm,
first work
pre-process
the video
extraction
of
five
dimensional
feature
vectors
of
vehicle
characteristics.
Feature
information
of
the
image, including video analysis which separates the background and the target vehicle, the extraction
vehicle classification input source is cleaned, and then we improve the vehicle classification
of the target vehicles through a virtual centroid reference line in the key frame, and the extraction
algorithm with comparative analysis of experiments. The method details are as follows:

of five dimensional feature vectors of vehicle characteristics. Feature information of the vehicle
classification
input
source
is cleaned,
and
we of
improve
(1) The
detection
of vehicle
based on
thethen
analysis
video. the vehicle classification algorithm with
comparative analysis of experiments. The method details are as follows:
(1)

The detection of vehicle based on the analysis of video.

At first, the images from the captured stream of video are pre-processed, and the block mixture
Gaussian algorithm, which is a fused Bayesian decision theory, is used to detect vehicles. The procedure
includes three steps. It starts with establishing the model of the background by using the block mixture
Gaussian algorithm in order to obtain a probability distribution function for each pixel in the image
frame from the video stream; the second step is to extract the foreground objects in the video and
obtain a connected prospects area by forward correlation with Bayesian decision theory; the third
step is to determine whether the foreground area is derived from the target vehicle or noise through
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connectivity analysis, which separates the extracted target vehicle from the background. Meanwhile,
the background of images is updated by the improved block mixture Gaussian model.
(2)

Extraction of key frames.

For each frame image in a video stream, an artificially-fixed virtual line is chosen to pick the frame
image whose virtual line is through the vehicle centroid as key frames. After the target vehicles are
extracted by the vehicle detection algorithm, edge detections and morphological operations will be
conducted. The processed key frames are then segmented and formalized to standardization images
with the size of 90 × 60 pixels.
(3)

Extraction of features of target image.

Firstly, the shape and texture features of the vehicle’s image are extracted, including scale-invariant
feature transform (SIFT) features of vehicles images, the dimensions of which are decreased by a PCA
algorithm. Finally, the linear discrimination analysis of the combination of vehicle feature vectors is
used to determine the best class.
A seven-dimensional shape feature vector consists of the seven invariant moments normalized
F = (f1 , f2 , f3 , f4 , f5 , f6 , f7 ). A five vehicle-dimensional texture feature vector consists of the mean,
standard deviation, the number of pixels of regions, third moment, and entropy V = (m, σ, S, µ3 , e).
In order to enhance the stability and the ability of anti-noise of characteristic points,
a neighborhood window of 16 × 16 key points is selected to extract the SIFT features of an image.
Each 16 × 16 window will be segmented into 16 sub-windows of 4 × 4, with each child window
generating eight directions of seeds. Thus, each key has a total of 16 × 8 = 128 dimension descriptors
of SIFT features. The SIFT feature vectors of all target vehicle images are stacked into a matrix and
reduced into a 19-dimension vector by the PCA algorithm.
A 19-dimensional SIFT feature vector concatenates the 7 + 5 = 12 dimension shape and texture
feature vectors to form a 19 + 12 = 31 dimension feature vector of a vehicle. The class scatter matrix Sw
and class scatter matrix Sb of the space of 31 intra-dimensional features of the vehicle are calculated by
−1 S are taken as
the linear discriminant analysis (LDA) algorithm, and the first five eigenvectors of Sw
b
the projection matrix of the space of LDA features. Therefore, the features of a vehicle are represented
by the final five-dimensional feature vector.
(4)

The selection of the kernel function and determination of parameter of the fuzzy support
vector machine.

The kernel function is the key factor in affecting the accuracy rate of classification in
multi-classification by an SVM. Since the radial basis kernel function is a non-linear mapping of
the kernel function, which is good at dealing with the nonlinear separable problem, the radial basis
kernel function K ( xi , x ) = exp(−γ|| xi − x ||2 ) parameters γ ∈ [2−10 , 22 ] are selected, where xi is
a sample point, and x is a center point of kernel function. Vapnik et al. have demonstrated that nuclear
parameters γ and error penalty factor C are key factors affecting the performance of the SVM [27].
The effect on SVM is related to the kernel parameters γ and penalty factor C. The relevant curve
between the error rate and penalty factor C is a declivity curve when kernel parameter γ is set as
a constant. For example, when the penalty factor lg(C) ∈ [−8, −5], the sub-curve is a flat line with
an error rate = 70%; when lg(C) ∈ (−5, −1], the sub-curve is a descending parabolic curve with an error
rate ∈ (70%, 10%], when lg(C) ∈ (−1, 2], the sub-curve also is a flat line with an error rate = 10%.
On the other hand, the relevant curve between the error rate and penalty factor C is a V-shaped sharp
curve between the error rate and the kernel parameters γ when the penalty factor C is set as a constant.
For example, when the kernel parameters lg(γ) ∈ [−8, −6], the sub-curve is a diagonal line with the
error rate ∈ [75%, 70%]; when lg(γ) ∈ (−6, 0.5], the sub-curve is a symmetric parabolic curve with
the error rate ∈ [10%, 70%]; and when lg(γ) ∈ (0.5, 2], the sub-curve is a diagonal line with the error
rate ∈ (70%, 65%].

errorrate∈(70%, 10%], when lg(C)∈(−1,2], the sub‐curve also is a flat line with an errorrate= 10%. On
the other hand, the relevant curvebetween the errorrate and penalty factor Cis a V‐shaped sharp
curvebetween the errorrate and the kernel parameters γ when the penalty factor C is set as a
constant. For example, when the kernel parameter lg(γ)∈[−8,−6], the sub‐curve is a diagonal line
with the errorrate∈[75%, 70%]; when lg(γ)∈(−6,0.5], the sub‐curve is a symmetric parabolic curve
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Figure 4.Errorrate of classification on different combination (C,γ).
Figure 4. Error rate of classification on different combination (C,γ).
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How
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on FSVM
FSVMisisthe
themost
mostcritical
criticalpart
part
the
entire
system. For the problem of three vehicle type classification,we firstconstruct three (3×(3 − 1)/2)
system. For the problem of three vehicle type classification, we first construct three (3 × (3 − 1)/2)
nested one‐to‐one symmetric classifiers, which are based on the symmetric strategy, namely, (B,
nested one-to-one symmetric classifiers, which are based on the symmetric strategy, namely, (B, C + V),
C+V), (C, B+V), and(V, B+C). The (B, C+V) classifier indicates that the buses are divided into a
(C, B + V), and (V, B + C). The (B, C + V) classifier indicates that the buses are divided into a positive
positive category,while the cars and vans are divided into a negative category, and so on. Then, the
category, while the cars and vans are divided into a negative category, and so on. Then, the nested
nested one‐to‐one symmetric classification algorithm is used to classify the types of vehicles.
one-to-one
classification
algorithm
is used toclassification
classify the types
of vehicles.
The symmetric
process of the
nested one‐to‐one
symmetric
algorithm
for moving vehicles
The
process
of
the
nested
one-to-one
symmetric
classification
algorithm
for moving vehicles based
based on FSVM is illustratedin Figure 5.
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in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. The process of the nested one-to-one symmetric classification algorithm based on FSVM for
moving vehicles.
Figure 5.The process of the nested one‐to‐one symmetric classification algorithm based on FSVM for
moving vehicles.

3.Experiment of theNested One‐to‐One Symmetric Classification for Moving Vehicles Based on
FSVM
3.1.Procedure of Experiment

Figure 5.The process of the nested one‐to‐one symmetric classification algorithm based on FSVM for
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moving vehicles.
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Figure 6.An original picture of scene 1 (left) and background (right).
Figure 6. An original picture of scene 1 (left) and background (right).
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Figure 7.An original picture of scene 2 (left) and background (right).
Figure 7. An original picture of scene 2 (left) and background (right).
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Table 2. Traffic statistics table.

Recognition Rate(%)
Scene 1 Scene 2
Vehicle detection algorithmRecognition
based on the
classical
Gaussian
mixture
model
Rate (%)
Scene 98.4
1
Scene 94.3
2
Gaussian mixture algorithm based on Bayesian Block
98.6
98.1
Vehicle detection algorithm based on the classical Gaussian mixture model
Gaussian mixture algorithm based on Bayesian Block

98.4
98.6

94.3
98.1

In terms of identifying the movement of the vehicle, from Table 2, the improved Gaussian
mixture algorithm based on Bayesian Block for vehicle detection has not improved the accuracy in a
In terms of identifying the movement of the vehicle, from Table 2, the improved Gaussian mixture
simple scenario significantly. With respect to Scenario 2, whose background is complicated by the
algorithm based on Bayesian Block for vehicle detection has not improved the accuracy in a simple
distraction of shadows, the improved Gaussian mixture algorithm based on Bayesian Block can
extract the features of the moving target vehicle more accurately than the traditional Gaussian
mixture algorithm.The improved algorithm has thehigher identification rate, and provides a good
basis for classification detection algorithmsat the following steps.

Table 2. Traffic statistics table.

Recognition Rate(%)
Vehicle detection algorithm based on the classical Gaussian mixture model
Gaussian mixture algorithm based on Bayesian Block
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Figure 8.Renderings of an experimental run.
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(2) The experiments of feature extraction.

(2)

The experiments of feature extraction.
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moving
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and
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The feasibility and effectiveness of the improved feature extraction methods are, thereby, verified.
vehicle features are the prerequisites for testing multi‐classification algorithms of vehicle models.

The adequacy and effectiveness of the recognition of moving vehicles and the extraction of vehicle
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testing software interface is shown in Figure 10.When the video stream of traffic from the monitors
is shown on the right window, the software of the nested one‐to‐one symmetric classification
algorithmon the fuzzy SVM will be run to classify the moving vehicles. The results of the
classification sequence are displayed in the left window. At the same time,the classification data
will be added to the database of the traffic management system in real‐time.

(3)

In Figure 9, the combination of SIFT features, shapeand texture features were used to describe
the vehicle characteristics.This method can greatly improve the accuracy of recognition models.The
feasibility and effectiveness of the improved feature extraction methods are, thereby, verified.
The adequacy and effectiveness of the recognition of moving vehicles and the extraction of
vehicle features are the prerequisites for testing multi‐classification algorithms of vehicle models.
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Figure 10. Software interface of moving vehicle classification.

3.2. Analysis of Results

3.2. Analysis of Results

For verifying the algorithm of the vehicle classifier, the experimental datasets are selected from
the vehicle image library, where the number of samples are, respectively, 600, 900, 1200, 1500, 1800,
and 2100. Two thirds of the sample images are used as the training sample set, and the remaining 1/3
as the testing set. The experimental testing software interface is seen in Figure 8. The classification
results are compared against training sets and testing sets among directed acyclic graph classification,
one-to-many classification, and the nested one-to-one symmetric classification. The accuracy rates of
classifying the images in the training set are reported in Table 3, and the accuracy rates of classifying
the images in the testing set was reported in Table 4.
Table 3. Comparisons of accuracy of the training sets.
Algorithms

600 × 2/3 (%)

900 × 2/3 (%)

1200 × 2/3 (%)

1500 × 2/3 (%)

1800 × 2/3 (%)

2100 × 2/3 (%)

One to many
directed acyclic graph
nested one to one

86.16
86.97
87.54

88.42
89.89
91.58

90.34
91.2
92.3

92.87
93.13
93.42

93.89
94.16
94.41

94.94
95.12
95.39

Table 4. Comparisons of accuracy of the testing sets.
Algorithms

600 × 1/3 (%)

900 × 1/3 (%)

1200 × 1/3 (%)

1500 × 1/3 (%)

1800 × 1/3 (%)

2100 × 1/3 (%)

One to many
directed acyclic graph
nested one to one

84
84.4
85

86
87.33
88

88.45
89.1
90.12

92.1
92.18
92.47

93.17
93.26
93.48

94.14
94.22
94.43

The accuracy curves of the different algorithms of vehicle classification are shown in Figure 11.
The results show that the nested one-to-one symmetric classification algorithm based on FSVM has

Algorithms

600 × 1/3(%)

900 × 1/3(%)

1200 × 1/3(%)

1500 × 1/3(%)

1800 × 1/3(%)

2100 × 1/3(%)

One to many
directed acyclic graph
nested one to one

84
84.4
85

86
87.33
88

88.45
89.1
90.12

92.1
92.18
92.47

93.17
93.26
93.48

94.14
94.22
94.43
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The accuracy curves of the different algorithms of vehicle classification are shown in Figure
11.The results show that the nested one‐to‐one symmetric classification algorithm based on FSVM
theaccuracy
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both than
one-to-many
classification
and directed
acyclic
graphacyclic
classification.
classification.
This
reason
is
that
the
accuracy
of
the
one‐to‐many
classification
algorithm
will
be
This reason is that the accuracy of the one-to-many classification algorithm will be significantly
significantlydecreased as the number of training samples is far less than the total number of
decreased as the number of training samples is far less than the total number of samples, and it does
samples,and it does not solve the problem of inseparable regions. On the other hand, if the root node
not solve the problem of inseparable regions. On the other hand, if the root node is chosen incorrectly,
is chosen incorrectly,the directed acyclic graph will lead to errors of classification with poor stability,
the directed acyclic graph will lead to errors of classification with poor stability, and the number
and the number of two‐classifiers will increase with the number of classification categories
of two-classifiers will increase with the number of classification categories increasing in geometric
increasingin geometric progression. Therefore, the nested one‐to‐one symmetric classification
progression.
the strong
nestedstability
one-to-one
algorithmTherefore,
on FSVM has
and symmetric
accuracy. classification algorithm on FSVM has strong
stability and accuracy.
96
94
92
directed acyclic graph (training)

90

One to many (training)

88

Nested one to one (training)

86

Directed acyclic graph (testing)
One to many (testing)

84

Nested one to one (testing)

82
600(%)

900(%)

1200(%)

1500(%)

1800(%)

2100(%)

Figure
11. Classification
accuracies
of different
algorithms
between
training
testing
Figure
11. Classification
accuracies
of different
algorithms
between
thethe
training
set set
andand
thethe
testing
set.
set.

4. Conclusions
4. Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a nested one-to-one symmetric classification method on FSVM
In this paper, we have presenteda nested one‐to‐one symmetric classification method on
for vehicle classification. In order to improve the classification accuracy of the algorithm, we improved
FSVMfor vehicle classification. In order to improve the classification accuracy of the algorithm, we
several prior period methods by combining vehicle features in terms of the recognition of moving
improved several prior period methods by combining vehicle features in terms of the recognition of
vehicles
andvehicles
the extraction
vehicle features.
particular,
we improved
the mixture
moving
and the of
extraction
of vehicle In
features.
In particular,
we improved
the Gaussian
mixture
algorithm and the linear discrimination analysis method to purify the input feature information
source of the symmetric classifier and enhance the quality of signals. These improvements help
the nested one-to-one symmetric classification on the fuzzy SVM to classify vehicles into different
classes and achieve an optimal statistical method of vehicle classification. By comparing among the
classification algorithms, the experiment results have shown that the nested one-to-one symmetric
classification algorithm on the fuzzy SVM is able to obtain the best accuracy of recognition. In the
future, the real-time aspect of the proposed algorithm should be improved.
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